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"Mr. Kang." Next to the staff came forward, respectfully said, "it's your turn to go in
and take photos."

Most of the suits and coats on commo Beiping's body are lined with white lining, so
after Bai nianxi changed his clothes, he went into the photo studio. The light in the
photo studio was dim, only the photographer and several assistants nearby.

Kang Mobei and Bai nianxi go to the front of the background wall and sit down under
the guidance of the assistant.

Conmobei is in a good mood today, and his momentum has converged a lot, but even
so, it still makes the staff feel infiltrated.

The lighting is very good, and both of them have very delicate faces. Their momentum
and temperament are not a general match.

It's just that the photographer is in a cold sweat, how can he always feel that something
is wrong

After a while, he found that it was wrong and said carefully: "Kang, Mr. Kang, can
you Smile... "

Bai nianxi looks at kangmobei. Sure enough, he is indifferent and has no smile.

Only Bai nianxi could see that this was a happy look on his face.

It's just that this is a photo taken on the marriage certificate!

Think of oneself just smile of mouth corners all pull sour, but those facial expressions,
all because of Kang Mo north face of a school of indifference and equal to white do to
come to angry.

Looking at combo north with serious expression, "Hey, do you want to marry me or
what?"

Conmobei was surprised, and a touch of panic passed in his eyes. "What's the matter?"



"Then why don't you laugh?" Bai nianxi almost roared out with his voice.

All the people in that moment are almost breathing a stagnation, what did they just see?

Bai nianxi, roar, roar, the leader of a city, President of kongmobi group, kongmobi?

But what's more terrible is that commo is not angry, on the contrary, he is wronged!

"I'm not unhappy..."

Bai nianxi said with a sneer, "you're not unhappy, but you can't laugh, right?"

The truth is that, but what's wrong with it

Isn't that still unhappy?

Bai nianxi said that he could understand Kang Mobei better than anyone else. He was
not unhappy, but he really couldn't laugh.

With a deep breath, Bai nianxi reaches out his hand, pokes his index fingers on both
sides of commo North's cheeks, and then slowly pulls them to both sides until he pulls
out a clear arc of the corner of his mouth.

"Good. That's it. Stay still."

Bai nianxi smiles with satisfaction, and then quickly asks the photographer to take this
hard won moment.

At the moment when the photo was frozen, the camera's commobei and Bai nianxi
were both very good-looking.

Maybe it's because they're good-looking.

Conmber's stiff smile didn't affect his handsome.

After the photos are taken, you can seal and sign them after they are developed.

Bai nianxi has a lot of mixed feelings in his heart.

It's a fantastic day.

It's coming after all.



However, Bai nianxi suddenly remembered that she didn't bring any identification at
all.

After talking to kangmobei, a trace of Sarcasm?

Bai nianxi blinked his eyes. This expression is mockery! It's sarcasm, right? How dare
Kang Mobei ridicule her?!

Just when she was not calm to denounce conmobei, conmobei quietly said: "do you
think I will be as stupid as you?"

Well

It's her worry. How could it not be easy to get her ID card.

After taking the photos, they went back to the rest room and waited. Originally, the
staff invited them to the special high-level reception room, but they were rejected by
conmobei.

His wife is not blind.

At the moment when Bai nianxi appeared at the gate of the Civil Affairs Bureau with
Kang Mobei in his arm, some passers-by had already taken photos and sent them to the
Internet. At this moment, besides the Civil Affairs Bureau, the Internet was already
full of excitement.

They sat in the middle of the crowd, as if they had their own protective covers. The
seats around them were emptied. The crowd was crowded in other corners, but their
eyes were on them.

Bai nianxi sighed, which attracted the attention of all people.

Sitting here, people's heart is also slowly quiet down, time goes by, maybe just a few
minutes later, she and conmobei are really husband and wife.

Is it a dream?

All of a sudden, a sharp ring of mobile phone rang in the lobby of the lounge.

The bell is coming from the pocket of conmber. It always sounds more urgent than
usual.

I don't know how, Bai nianxi's heart is tense, like a string suddenly stretched, and more
and more tight, is about to make people breathless.Conmber got on the phone. "Hello."



"President Kang." Secretary Xing's voice on the other end of the phone sounds very
low, with tension in it.

Today, Kang Mobei came to collect the license with Bai nianxi alone, leaving him to
stay in the company. Of course, he knew that Kang Mobei wanted to create a sense of
ordinary husband and wife for Bai nianxi.

At such an important moment, he did not dare to risk his life to disturb without
anything special.

But.

Lolo's gone.

No, I should say, Lolo was kidnapped.

This morning, Secretary Xing went to see Luo Luo off to class as usual. After he sent
Luo Luo to the teacher, he turned back to the company. However, it wasn't long before
the teacher called him and said that Luo Luo was missing.

In fact, this kind of thing has never happened before. Although Lolo's disappearance
makes people nervous, in the past, it was because Lolo had something to do that he
secretly ran out.

After receiving the phone call, Secretary Xing went to the teacher. Originally, she
didn't think much about it. She just wanted to get Luoluo back as soon as possible. She
didn't find anything suspicious until she investigated the monitoring of the community.

This time Lolo disappeared. He was abducted instead of running away.

The surveillance showed that the abductor, though wearing a mask, hat and gloves,
was a tall and slender man.

After watching the pictures in the surveillance, Secretary Xing suddenly burst into a
cold sweat. This is kidnapping!

After receiving the call, the temperature of the whole hall of the Civil Affairs Bureau
dropped abruptly.

Everyone could not help shivering, as if they could not understand where the sudden
cold came from. The heating was turned on, but was it broken?

Bai nianxi seems to know something. From just now on, her heart has been beating



abruptly.

At the moment, I saw the face of conmber, and the bad feeling was even stronger.

"What's the matter?"

Kangmo North tightly coagulated eyes, light open thin lips, voice is already cold and
piercing, "Lolo is gone."
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